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Introduction
The regulatory information supplied in this document is provided only as a guide. It is your
responsibility to familiarize yourself with, and understand, the rules under which you must
operate. Compliance with these regulations is ultimately your responsibility.
For more information see the U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration website, or the Canadian Commercial Vehicle Drivers Hours of Service
Regulations website.

Verizon Connect® WorkPlan™ for Hours of Service (HOS)
Verizon Connect® WorkPlan™ for Hours of Service (HOS) is a mobile device application that allows CMV
(commercial motor vehicle) drivers to:
Log their on-duty, off-duty, driving, and sleeper-berth hours.
Report a summary of their on-duty, off-duty, driving, and sleeper-berth hours.
Track, review and submit their daily log status.
With WorkPlan for HOS, drivers can sign a daily chart to submit their hours of service and comply with the
HOS regulations.

About this Guide
This guide provides instructions on how to perform administrative tasks in the Verizon Connect platform
when using WorkPlan as an electronic logging device (ELD) to help with ELD compliance.
If you are using WorkPlan as an automatic onboard recording device (AOBRD), see the Hours of Service
AOBRD Administrator User Guide instead.
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Using WorkPlan as an ELD
If you are using WorkPlan as an electronic logging device (ELD) to help with ELD compliance, you must
follow the guidelines below to ensure that your drivers remain compliant with ELD regulations.

Hardware Installation
When using WorkPlan as an ELD, a supported hardware unit must be installed in your vehicle. Follow the
instructions in the corresponding hardware installation guide, unless the hardware has already been installed
for you.
After the installation, your Verizon Connect representative will configure your account appropriately, so that
your mobile device, running WorkPlan will automatically connect to the vehicle unit when you turn the
vehicle on and sign in to WorkPlan.

Configuring the Verizon Connect platform for ELD Compliance
Follow the instructions in this guide on how to set up:
ELD carrier details
WorkPlan users (either by using the Mobile Tools screen or separately by creating drivers and then
creating subusers and associating drivers)

All ELD drivers must have the following attributes defined:
First name and surname - These must be added on the Details page of the Driver
Details dialog. If you use the Mobile Tools screen to create drivers, you must add a
first name and surname for each ELD driver in a separate step after you have created
a mobile user.
Driver's license number and state - These can be added on the License &
Insurance page of the Driver Details dialog (accessible from the Drivers screen) or
on the User Details tab of the Mobile Tools screen.

WorkPlan user accounts, including Hours of Service settings

Guidelines for Drivers
Make sure that your drivers follow these guidelines to remain compliant with the ELD regulations:
You must always leave your mobile device's screen on, so that you can see the HOS status screen and
any malfunctions or diagnostic events at all times.
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You must be signed in to WorkPlan to capture and report HOS information.
When starting your vehicle and signing in, you must follow these steps in the order specified, to ensure
that all relevant ELD events are captured correctly:
1.Get into your vehicle.
2.Turn on the vehicle's engine.
3.Turn on your mobile device.
4.Start WorkPlan and sign in. (Do not yet select your vehicle from the list.)
5.Select your vehicle from the vehicles list in WorkPlan. (You might need to refresh the vehicles list if
your vehicle is not displayed.)
6.Complete any forms you might need to fill out in WorkPlan.
7.If you have got a co-driver, he or she should also sign in to WorkPlan.
8.Open Hours of Service from the WorkPlan home screen, so that you can see your HOS timers and
diagnostics. Ensure that the screen remains on.
9.Start driving.
You must sign out of WorkPlan at the end of the day or shift. This prevents reporting errors and
maintains privacy.
When stopping your vehicle and signing out, you must follow these steps in the order specified, to
ensure that all relevant ELD events are captured correctly:
1.Stop your vehicle.
2.Turn off your vehicle's engine.
3.Change your HOS status to Off Duty.
4.Sign out of WorkPlan and complete any forms you might need to fill out.
5.If you have a co-driver, he or she should also sign out of WorkPlan.
6.Close WorkPlan.
Co-drivers must not use their own device. They must sign in to the same device as the main driver.
If you are experiencing any malfunctions or diagnostic issues, you must follow the steps described
under Troubleshooting Malfunctions and Diagnostic Issues in the Verizon Connect® WorkPlan™
help or Hours of Service ELD Driver User Guide.
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Signing in to the Verizon Connect Platform
Use the following procedure to sign in to the Verizon Connect platform:
1.Go to http://www.verizonconnect.com.
2.Click Login.
3.Under Verizon Connect Fleet click Login.
4.Enter your username (for example company:username) or email address into the Email or Username
box.
5.Enter your password into the Password box.
6.Select the Remember Username check box to save your username. (Optional)
7.Click Sign In.
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Adding ELD Carrier Details
You must define a carrier name and a carrier number in the Verizon Connect platform. The carrier name is
the company name used to register with your local regulatory authority, for example with the FMCSA in the
US. The carrier number is the unique number or identifier you received from your local regulatory authority
when your company was registered.
Use the ELD tab of the Settings dialog to define a single carrier name and carrier number for your
company, or the default carrier name and number, if you have more than one.
Use the Details tab on the Hierarchy page to define a different carrier name and carrier number for
each hierarchy node. This can be used, for example, for subsidiary companies.

Adding Carrier Details in the Settings Dialog
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Click the account name in the upper right corner of the Verizon Connect platform interface to open the
Settings menu:
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3.Click Settings. The Settings dialog opens.
4.On the ELD tab enter Carrier Name, Carrier Number, and address details.

5.Click Save.

Adding Carrier Details per Hierarchy Node
1.From the Tasks section of the navigation bar, click the Hierarchy link. The Hierarchy screen appears.
2.Select the appropriate node in the hierarchy.
3.On the details panel, click the Details tab.
4.The Carrier Name and Carrier Number fields are automatically filled with the details defined for the
company on the ELD tab of the Settings dialog, or with the details of the parent node. Change the
details for this node. All nodes that are below this node in the hierarchy, and do not have their own
carrier details defined, inherit the carrier details.
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5.Click Save at the bottom of the panel.
To reset the carrier details to be the same as for the company or parent node, clear the details
for the node, and click Save.
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Creating WorkPlan Users (Using Mobile Tools)
You can create WorkPlan users from the Mobile Tools screen or, if you do not have access to the Mobile
Tools screen, by following this procedure:

1.Create a new driver using the Driver Details dialog.
2.Create a new subuser using the User dialog, which you can access from the Hierarchy
screen or from the Subusers screen. When creating a subuser, you must link the driver to
the subuser.
3.Configure the mobile user's account, defining which applications and features the user has
access to.
If you create a mobile user on the Mobile Tools screen, a driver and a subuser are automatically created in
a single place. Going forward you can choose to edit the mobile user from the Mobile Tools screen or from
the Subusers screens. Subuser rights cannot be edited from the Mobile Tools screen and must be
updated from the Subusers screen.
The Mobile Tools screen is option controlled. To add this feature to your account, contact
your sales representative.
To create a mobile user that can be used to sign in to WorkPlan:
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Tasks section in the main navigation bar and select Mobile Tools.

3.Click New Mobile User.
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4.Fill in the Personal Details and License details on the User Details tab. For State, make sure that you
enter the 2-letter ANSI code; for example, "TX" for Texas.
5. For Mobile Configuration Profile select "Account Defaults" if you want to use the default

settings for your account, or select "Custom" if you want to change any of the Hours of
Service settings.
To make it easier to create a large number of mobile users, you can use the Import function on the Mobile
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Tools screen and upload a CSV file containing all mobile user details in the Import Mobile Users dialog
window.
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Creating Drivers
Use the following procedure to create WorkPlan drivers in the Verizon Connect platform if you do not have
access to the Mobile Tools screen. If you have access to the Mobile Tools screen, you can create a driver
as part of creating a WorkPlan user (using Mobile Tools).
To create a driver only:
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Main option, then select Drivers.
3.Click Create.
4.Fill in at least the following fields in the Details tab of the Add New Driver window:
Name - The driver's name or nickname.
Last Name - The driver's family name.
First Name - The driver's first name.
Based At - Select one of the locations as the driver's base location or depot.

5.Click Save.
6.Click the new driver's name in the list to open the Edit Driver dialog window.
7.To upload the driver's photo, click Upload in the Details tab.
8.Select the License & Insurance tab and add at least the following items:
License No - The driver's license number.
State - The state that the driver license is registered in. This must be entered as a 2-letter ANSI
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code; for example, "TX" for Texas.
9.Select the Verizon Connect Mobile tab and perform the following tasks:
a.Scroll to the Hours of Service section.
b.Select the appropriate setting in the HOS drop-down list:
Use Account Default - The driver account will use hours of service, if the hours of service
module has been turned on globally for all of your subuser accounts.
On - The driver account will use the hours of service module, even if it has been turned off
globally for all of your subuser accounts.
Off - The driver account will not use the hours of service module, even if it has been turned on
globally for all of your subuser accounts.
c.You can change any of the globally defined device and hours of service settings on a driver level, by
changing the values in the drop-down boxes under the Device and Hours of Service sections.
10.Click Save.
11.Repeat from step 3 for each driver needed.
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Creating Subusers and Associating Drivers
Each driver must be associated with a Verizon Connect platform user who will determine how the driver
signs in to WorkPlan. The associated driver can be assigned to the vehicle when you sign in to WorkPlan.
Use the following procedure to create a Verizon Connect platform user and associate a driver, if you do not
have access to the Mobile Tools screen. If you have access to the Mobile Tools screen, you can create a
user and associate a driver as part of creating a WorkPlan user.
To create a subuser and associate a driver:
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Tasks option, then select Subusers.
3.Click Create.
You can also edit an existing subuser by clicking on the username in the Name column.

4.Click the Details tab and complete at least the following:
Username - The username that the subuser will use to sign in.
Driver - Select the associated driver from the drop-down options.

5.Click the Rights tab and complete the following:
a.Select the Can assign drivers check box in the User Rights Options section.
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This permission is required to assign the driver to the vehicle when the user signs in to
WorkPlan.
b.Select "Reports and UI Enabled" in the Response Access drop-down option.

6.Click the Access Summary tab and complete the following:
a.Select one of the following options:
Categories
Fleets
Teams
b.Review the permissions for each option in Step 6a.
SYMBOL

DESCRIPTION
Global Permission
Viewable Permission
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7.Click Save.
8.Assign the user to a fleet of vehicles in Fleets and Teams or via the Hierarchy (see the Verizon
Connect Fleet Help).
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Configuring WorkPlan User Accounts
You can enable or disable support for Hours of Service, as well as specifying default Hours of Service
values for WorkPlan user accounts, globally for the account using the Settings screen or on a driver level
using the Drivers screen.

Setting Options Globally
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Click the account name in the upper right corner of the Verizon Connect platform interface to open the
Settings menu:
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3.Click Settings. The Settings dialog opens:

The address specified in the Mailing address section of the Settings dialog box
populates the main office address on the HOS driver daily log.

4.On the ELD tab enter Carrier Name and Carrier Number. The carrier name is the company name
used to register with your local regulatory authority, for example with the FMCSA in the US. The carrier
number is the unique number or identifier you received from your local regulatory authority when your
company was registered. These are the default carrier details. You can set different carrier details per
hierarchy node, if you have any company subsidiaries.
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5.Select the Mobile Defaults tab from the menu on the left. Specify the required settings under the
Device and Hours of Service sections.

For ELD compliance the following settings must have the corresponding values.
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Under Device:
Must Unassign Vehicle At Logout must be set to "On".
Under Hours of Service:
Status Notes must be set to "On".
Edit Events must be set to "On".

Setting Options on a Driver Level
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Main option, then select Drivers.
3.Click on the name of the driver. The Edit Driver dialog opens.
4.Select the Verizon Connect Mobile tab from the menu on the left.
5.Specify the required settings under the Device and Hours of Service section.

For ELD compliance the following settings must have the corresponding values.
Under Device:
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Must Unassign Vehicle At Logout must be set to "On".
Under Hours of Service:
Status Notes must be set to "On".
Edit Events must be set to "On".
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Hours of Service Settings
Use the following table as a guide to configure your WorkPlan device and hours of service settings. The
options available to you depend on how your account is set up.
OPTION
GPS Tracking

DESCRIPTION
Enable or disable location tracking using the mobile web device (for example
smart phone or tablet). Turn this setting off if the user's vehicle is equipped with
a tracking hardware unit.

Show Vehicle Selection

Specify whether drivers will be asked to select a vehicle immediately after

At Login

signing in to their device, if not already assigned. If set to "Off", the Show
Vehicle Selection On Home Screen option must be turned "On".

Show Vehicle Selection

Specify whether the Vehicle button will be shown on the WorkPlan Home

On Home Screen

screen, allowing drivers to unassign themselves from their current vehicle, or
switch their assigned vehicle to another vehicle. If set to "Off", the Show
Vehicle Selection At Login option must be turned "On".

Must Unassign Vehicle

Specify whether the currently-assigned vehicle is automatically unassigned from

At Logout

the driver when signing out. When set to "Off", the vehicle is not automatically
unassigned. If you are using WorkPlan as an ELD, you must set this option to
"On".

HOS

Enable or disable federal Hours of Service support on the WorkPlan device.
When set to "On", the HOS menu option will be available from the Home
screen.

Rule Type

Specify the default rules that should be used for checking for Hours of Service
violations. These might be federal rules or rules set by a specific state:
Federal and 60 hour
Federal and 70 hour
Texas and 70 hour
California and 80 hour
Canada South and 70 hour
Canada South and 120 hour
Canada North and 80 hours
Canada North and 120 hours
Florida and 70 hour
Florida and 80 hour

Enable Co-Driver

Select "On" to enable support for a co-driver, or "Off" to allow only driving times
for one driver to be tracked during each driver shift.

HOS Oilfield

Enable or disable the HOS Oilfield feature. When set to "On" and a vehicle is at
an oilfield, the additional HOS status, Waiting, can be selected on the WorkPlan
app.

HOS Warnings

Enable or disable the HOS Warnings feature. When set to "On", a pop-up
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warning will appear when remaining in the current status will cause an Hours of
Service violation. This warning allows drivers to change status to avoid
violations.
Status Notes

Enable or disable the Status Notes feature. This feature gives the driver the
ability to add notes when changing driver status, and must be set to "On".

Edit Events

Enable or disable the Edit Events feature. This feature gives the driver the
ability to edit events in their Hours of Service graph and must be set to "On".

HOS Alert Prior to

Configure the lead-in time for HOS violation warnings. These are the warnings

Violation

that appear when remaining in the current status will cause an HOS violation to
occur (see HOS Warnings above). Use this control to select how many minutes
prior to the violation occurring the warning should appear. Available range is 5
minutes to 180 minutes.

Show Time Remaining

Enable or disable the Show Time Remaining on Status Change feature. When

on Status Change

set to "On", a popup message will appear on the device when an HOS status is
changed, indicating the time remaining in the new status before a violation will
occur.

Login Status Change

This option is applicable to HOS v2.x only.

Logout Status Change

This option is applicable to HOS v2.x only.

Allow Switch from Off

This option is applicable to HOS v2.x only.

Duty to Driving
Show Sensor Failures

This option is applicable to HOS v2.x only.

Can Switch Ruleset

This option is applicable to HOS v2.x only.

Can Enable Oilfield

This option is applicable to HOS v2.x only.

ELD Exempt Driver

Select this check box for all drivers who are exempt from using an ELD; for
example, mechanics who drive vehicles only for maintenance purposes.
This setting cannot be enabled globally for all drivers. You can enable it
individually for particular drivers under Driver > Edit Driver > Mobile or Mobile
Tools > User Details.

ELD Exempt Driver

If you have selected ELD Exempt Driver, you must provide a reason for the

Reason

driver being exempt.
This setting cannot be enabled globally for all drivers. You can enable it
individually for particular drivers under Driver > Edit Driver > Mobile or Mobile
Tools > User Details.

Can Use CDL Short Haul Select "On" to allow the driver to enable or disable the CDL short-haul
Exemption

exemption from the WorkPlan app.

Can Use Non-CDL Short Select "On" to allow the driver to enable or disable the non-CDL short-haul
Haul Exemption

exemption from the WorkPlan app.

Can Use Personal

Enable or disable the ability to enter personal conveyance mode from within

Conveyance

WorkPlan. If enabled, the driver can enter or leave personal conveyance mode,
which stops tracking driver events while the driver uses the vehicle for personal
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trips.
This setting cannot be enabled globally for all drivers in Canadian accounts.
You can enable it individually for particular drivers under Driver > Edit Driver >
Mobile or Mobile Tools > User Details.
Can Use Yard Move

Enable or disable the ability to enter yard move mode from within WorkPlan. If
enabled, the driver can enter or leave yard move mode, which stops tracking
driver events while the driver maneuvers the vehicle around the yard.
This setting cannot be enabled globally for all drivers in Canadian accounts.
You can enable it individually for particular drivers under Driver > Edit Driver >
Mobile or Mobile Tools > User Details.

Can Use Public Utility

Enable or disable the ability to use the public utility exemption within WorkPlan.

Exemption

If enabled, the driver can enable or disable the public utility exemption, which
records the time working on public utility services as off-duty time.

Can Use Unregulated

Enable or disable the ability to enter unregulated driving mode from within

Driving

WorkPlan. If enabled, the driver can enter or leave unregulated driving mode,
which means that driver events will not be tracked when they drive a vehicle
that is not a commercial motor vehicle.

Can Use General

(Driver dialog only) Enable or disable the ability to use the general exemption

Exemption

within WorkPlan. If enabled, the WorkPlan user can enable or disable the
general exemption, which exempts drivers from complying with certain ELD
regulations. This setting is useful for mechanics, cleaners, or maintenance staff.
If this is enabled, you must provide a General Exemption Reason.

General Exemption

(Driver dialog only) The reason for this driver being exempt from certain

Reason

ELD regulations. This must be provided if Can Use General
Exemption is enabled.
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Marking a Driver as ELD Exempt
Some drivers are exempt from using an ELD for a variety of reasons. We recommend that you use one of
the methods below to mark those drivers exempt. ELD-exempt drivers still record driving time, but not Data
Recording Compliance and Data Transfer Compliance diagnostic events. Roadside inspectors can see in an
ELD-exempt driver’s logs that the driver is exempt from using an ELD.
Using the general exemption or marking drivers as ELD exempt avoids the situation where a driver does not
assign themselves to a vehicle, which causes the vehicle to record unidentified driving periods. When this
happens, administrators need to go through the unidentified driving logs to mark individual driving periods as
exempt.

Difference Between General Exemption and ELD-Exempt
Drivers
If drivers are exempt from using an ELD, they can use the general exemption or be marked as an ELDexempt driver.
To use the general exemption option, an administrator enables the permission to use the general exemption
in a driver’s account, and then the driver enables the general exemption in the WorkPlan app. This is useful
for drivers who sometimes need to use an ELD and sometimes are exempt from using an ELD.
If a driver never needs to comply with ELD regulations, you can mark them as ELD exempt. This is useful,
for example, for mechanics who drive vehicles only for maintenance purposes.
You can enable permissions for using the general exemption and mark a driver as ELD exempt from the
Drivers screen or the Mobile Tools screen. This must be done individually for each driver. It cannot be
done globally for all drivers in an account. The setting for the general exemption is “Can Use General
Exemption”, and the setting for marking a driver as ELD exempt is “ELD Exempt Driver”. Both settings
require a mandatory reason to justify the exemption.

Marking a Driver as ELD Exempt
If you are using the Mobile Tools screen, use the following steps to mark a driver as ELD exempt:
1.From the Tasks section of the navigation bar, click the Mobile Tools link.
2.In the list, click the mobile user you want to mark as exempt.
3.On the User Details tab, under Hours of Service, select the check box next to ELD Exempt Driver,
and add a mandatory justification note under ELD Exempt Driver Reason.
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4.Click Save.
If you are using the Drivers screen directly, use the following steps to mark a driver as ELD exempt:
1.From the Main section of the navigation bar, click the Drivers link.
2.In the list, click the driver you want to mark as exempt.
3.On the Mobile tab, select the check box next to ELD Exempt Driver, and add a mandatory justification
note under ELD Exempt Driver Reason.
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4.Click Save.
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Changing a Driver's HOS Rule Set and Cycle
Your drivers operate under a rule set and cycle.
A driver’s current rule set depends on their operating zone, which is the region they are driving in. Supported
operating zones are USA, Canada North, and Canada South. Within the USA, you can use rule sets that are
specific to your state, like California or Texas. For more information on rule sets that are supported in the
HOS app, see Rule Sets and Exemptions.
A driver’s current cycle determines the number of hours they are allowed to be on duty or driving before they
need to take a longer, cycle-reset break. A cycle is similar to a weekly on-duty period, with the cycle reset
being the driver’s weekend. Most rule sets have two cycle periods to choose between.

Setting or Changing a Driver’s Rule Set
You can set a driver’s default rule set to any rule set when you first create a driver or set up your account.
To set all your drivers’ rule sets to the same default, go to Settings > Mobile Defaults > Rule Type. This
default rule set gets overridden for each driver who does not have “Use account default” set in their driver
settings.
To change an individual driver’s rule set, go to either Driver > Mobile > Rule Type or Mobile Tools > User
Details > Rule Type.
When you change an existing driver’s default rule set, you can choose only from those rule sets that are in
the same operating zone as the original rule set. For example, if the default rule set for a driver is “Federal
US 70”, you can change the driver’s rule set only to other US rule sets. You cannot change it to any
Canadian rule sets.
The driver’s currently used rule set depends on the operating zone that the driver is currently in. For
example, if the driver's default rule set is "Federal USA 70" and the driver crosses the border to Canada, the
driver’s rule set is changed to "Canada South and 70 hours" automatically. The driver needs to confirm this
change, but cannot prevent or cancel it.

Changing a Driver’s Cycle
In the US, you can change the rule cycle globally for all drivers in your account or for an individual driver.
The change takes effect immediately, and your drivers’ clocks change soon after in the HOS app.
In Canada, you can change the rule cycle only for an individual driver, not globally for all drivers in your
account. If the cycle is changed while the driver is off duty resetting their cycle, the driver just needs to
confirm their new HOS clocks. The cycle change will take effect after that.
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If the cycle is changed while the driver is on duty or during a shorter off-duty break (not a cycle reset break),
the driver must take a cycle reset break of 36 or 72 hours (depending on the rule cycle they are changing
from). Drivers must confirm their new HOS clocks when they start their next shift.
To change all your drivers’ rule cycles to the same cycle, go to Settings > Mobile Defaults > Rule Type.
(US only)
To change an individual driver’s rule cycle, go to either Driver > Mobile > Rule Type or Mobile Tools >
User Details > Rule Type.
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Reviewing the HOS Summary
To review the HOS summary sign in to the Verizon Connect platform, expand the Main option and then
select Hours of Service. The hours of service summary is on the Drivers tab.

1. Change the date range using the two calendar tools.
2. Show violations on the driver's daily logs.
3. Show sensor failures on the driver's daily logs.
4. Select a team and only display the drivers in that team.
5. Filter the list by driver name or time zone.
6. Click the driver's name for individual 24-hour driver status summaries.
7. Status of the specific driver's log.
Use the following table to review the specific driver Hours of Service status in the Verizon Connect
platform.
TEXT

DESCRIPTION

In Violation

The driver violated one or more HOS rules.

Not signed

The log is not signed.

No reports

No logs are available.

Unavailable

There was an error loading the data for this driver.

(blank)

The driver has no events for the day or the log is
for today.
The driver has events for the day and signed the
log.

8. The total time (in the format [hours]:[minutes]) remaining before the driver should stop driving to
avoid exceeding a limit. Text shown in orange indicates that the driver has less than an hour before
running out of time. Text shown in red indicates that the driver has run out of time and should not
drive. The limits that you see depend on your rule set.
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In the US, all limits are displayed as Hour x. For example, Hour 8 displays the federal 8-hour rest
break limit, and Hour 11 displays the 11-hour driving limit.
In Canada, limits are displayed using the following timers:
o Shift x - The limits that apply within a work shift. For example, Shift 13 displays the 13-hour driving
limit within a work shift for Canada South rules, and Shift 15 displays the 15-hour driving limit
within a work shift for Canada North rules.
o Daily x - The limits that apply within a 24-hour period. For example, Daily 13 displays the 13-hour
driving limit within a 24-hour period.
o Daily Off - The accumulated 10-hour off-duty limit required within a 24-hour period. This limit also
includes off-duty periods that are shorter than 30 minutes.
o Daily Driving Deferral - This is displayed instead of Daily x, if a driver is eligible for a deferral of
off-duty time from one day to the next. If eligible, drivers can drive up to 2 hours longer on day 1, if
they reduce their driving time by the same amount on day 2.
o Daily On Duty Deferral - This is displayed instead of Daily x, if a driver is eligible for a deferral of
off-duty time from one day to the next. If eligible, drivers can be on duty for up to 2 hours longer on
day 1, if they reduce their on-duty time by the same amount on day 2.
o Consecutive Break with Deferral - The time remaining before a consecutive break of 8 hours
plus the deferred time from the previous day must be taken. (Canada South rules only)
o Cycle x - The limits that apply within a 70 or 120-hour cycle (for Canada South rules) or within an
80 or 120-hour cycle (for Canada North rules). For example, Cycle 70 displays the 70-hour on-duty
limit for Canada South rules.
o Cycle Off - The accumulated 24-hour off-duty limit required within a 336-hour period, which is
equivalent to 14 days.
9. The rule set that the driver is following, for example "Federal" or "Texas".
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Viewing Driver Logs
To view driver logs:
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Main option, then select Hours of Service.
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3.Ensure that you have the Drivers tab selected. Filter or search for the appropriate driver in the list, then
click on the name.

4.Click the applicable date link in the Date column.
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5.Review the Driver's Daily Log report as needed.
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6.Some or all of the following tools appear when you hover over them with your mouse-pointer:

SYMBOL

DESCRIPTION
Display the log report so that it fits to the
height of the page.
Display the log report so that it fits to the
width of the page.
Zoom-in on the log report.
Zoom-out on the log report.
Rotate the log report clockwise.
Download the log report.
Print the log report.
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Sending Driver Logs
Sending a Driver's Logs to the FMCSA
To send the hours of service reports for a driver to the FMCSA:
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Main option, then select Hours of Service.
3.Click the name of the driver whose logs you want to send. The details for the driver are then expanded.
4.Click Send to FMCSA. The Send HOS logs to FMCSA dialog box opens.

5.Select the date range using the calendar controls.
6.Select the send method. You can either send the logs by email (Send by email) or by web service (
Send by web service).
7.Add a comment, if required.
8.Click Send.

Sending a Driver's Logs to Canadian Officials
To send the hours of service reports for a driver to Canadian safety officials:
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Main option, then select Hours of Service.
3.Click the name of the driver whose logs you want to send. The details for the driver are then expanded.
4.Click Send to Canadian officials. The Send HOS data to Canadian safety officials dialog box
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opens.

5.Select the date range using the calendar controls.
6.Enter the safety official's email address.
7.Add a comment, if required.
8.Click Send.
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Exporting or Downloading Driver Logs
You can export a driver’s hours of service logs either by emailing them to one or more email addresses or by
downloading them to your computer.
Do not use the following methods to send a driver’s logs to the FMCSA (in the US) or Canadian safety
officials (in Canada). See Sending a Driver’s Logs to the FMCSA and Sending a Driver’s Logs to Canadian
Officials instead.

Emailing a Driver's Logs
To email a driver's logs to a list of email addresses:
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Main option, then select Hours of Service.
3.Click the name of the driver whose logs you want to export. The details for the driver are then
expanded.
4.Click Export data. The Export HOS data dialog box opens.
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5.Select the date range using the calendar controls.
6.Under Method, select “Send by email”.
7.Select the Country Format, either “USA” or “Canada”, depending on which country’s ELD standard
you want the logs to be formatted by.
8.Enter at least one email address. If you enter more than one email address, use a comma, and no
spaces, to separate the email addresses. Do not use this method to send your logs to the FMCSA or
Canadian safety officials.
9.Add a message, if required.
10.Click Send.

Downloading a Driver's Logs
To download a driver’s logs to your computer:
1.On the Hours of Service screen, select the Drivers tab.
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2.Click the name of the driver whose logs you want to export. The details for the driver are then
expanded.
3.Click Export data. The Export HOS data dialog box opens.

4.Select the date range using the calendar controls.
5.Under Method, select “Download”.
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6.Select the Country Format, either “USA” or “Canada”, depending on which country’s ELD standard
you want the logs to be formatted by.
If you select “USA”, you can download the logs only in CSV format.
If you select “Canada”, you can download the logs in either CSV or PDF format. Select the file type you
want by clicking on the corresponding radio button.
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7.Click Download.
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Viewing Driver Vehicle Inspection Reports
Use the following procedure to view driver vehicle inspection reports (DVIRs):
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Main option, then select Hours of Service.
3.Search for the appropriate driver in the Hours of Service list, then click on the name.
3.Click the applicable date link in the Vehicle Inspection Report column.
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5.Review the Driver's Vehicle Inspection Report in the DVIR window.
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Exporting Driver Inspection Reports
Use the following procedure to export DVIRs:
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Tasks option, then select Driver Forms.

3.Select DVIR, Pre DVIR or Post DVIR in the Form Template drop-down list.
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4.Set the appropriate From and To time frame.

5.Select the check box next to the forms you would like to export and click Export.

6.Select the appropriate export format, then click Export.
CVS
Raw XML
PDF
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7.Click OK.

8.Review the exported Driver Vehicle Inspection Report (DVIR).
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Viewing HOS Event Details
You can view a list of hours of service events for a particular driver or a list of all hours of service events.
From each list you can then view more details about a particular event.

Viewing a List of HOS Events for a Driver
To open the HOS event list for a particular driver and view the event details for an hours of service event:
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Main option, then select Hours of Service.

3.Select the Drivers tab.
4.Filter or search for the appropriate driver in the list, then click on the name to open a summary list for
the driver.
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5.Click on a View link in the summary list to open the HOS event list for the driver for the selected day.
Unlike the list on the Events tab, which lists all events, this list displays events only for the selected
driver and date, and only if the events are active. The list does not show events that have been marked
as "Rejected" or "Inactive".

6.Click the event name.
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7.The Event Detail dialog opens. It contains details about the selected event and the following tabs:
Details - This contains further details that have been recorded for the event.

Activity - This contains a list of actions that have been performed on this event. For example,
creating or editing the event.
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Viewing a List of all HOS Events
To open the general HOS event list and view the event details for an hours of service event:
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Main option, then select Hours of Service.

3.Select the Events tab.
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You can filter on the following criteria:
Time range - Use the time pickers.
Fleet - Use the Fleet filter.
Events that do not have a driver assigned - Select "Attention Needed" from the Show picker.
Events that you or another user has created or edited, or assigned to a driver, and that have
different statuses depending on whether drivers have accepted or rejected the changes - Select the
appropriate status from the Status picker.
Other Criteria - Use the filter in the upper right corner and enter the details you want to filter on.
4.Click the event name.
5.The Event Detail dialog opens. It contains details about the selected event and the following tabs:
Details - This contains further details that have been recorded for the event.
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Activity - This contains a list of actions that have been performed on this event. For example,
creating or editing the event.
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Creating or Editing HOS Events
Creating a New Event
You can create a status change event if a driver has been unable to or forgotten to add it. You cannot add
other types of events, such as Login, Engine On, or Diagnostic Logged. To create a new hours of service
event for a driver:
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Main option, then select Hours of Service.

3.Select the Drivers tab.
4.Expand the summary section for the driver whose event you want to create.
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5.Click on a View link in the summary list to open the HOS event list for the driver for the selected day.

6.Click New Event in the upper left corner of the Events list.
7.Select the Vehicle, Status, and Time for the event. If the event does not have a vehicle associated
with it, click into the Vehicle field to open the drop-down box, then click None in the lower part of the
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drop-down box to enter the value "No Vehicle".

8.Enter a mandatory explanation into the Comments field.
9.Select from the following options for the Location:
Unknown - The location for this event is unknown. This is the default value.
Depot - This is the driver's depot location. It is defined in the Based At field within the Driver
Details dialog.
Custom - The Address field below becomes active and you can enter the location's address in the
following format:
Street
City
Region
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7.Click Save.
8.The new event shows in the driver's event list, and in the table on the Events tab, with a status of
"Pending" appended to the event's name in the Event column. The event also displays on the Carrier
Edits screen in the Hours of Service app for the specified driver, so that the driver can accept or reject
the event. This step is required by the ELD mandate.
9.If the driver accepts the event, the event continues to be displayed in the driver's event list. The status
of "Pending" is removed from the event's name.
If the driver rejects the event, the event is removed from the driver's event list. You can still see the
event, in red, with grayed-out details, and with a status of "Rejected", in the full events list on the
Events tab. You cannot edit this rejected event.
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Editing an Event
You can edit only those events that have been manually created. To edit an hours of service event for a
driver:
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Main option, then select Hours of Service.

3.Select the Drivers tab.
4.Expand the summary section for the driver whose event you want to edit.
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5.Click on a View link in the summary list to open the HOS event list for the driver for the selected day.

6.Click the event name.
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7.From the Event Detail dialog click Edit Event in the upper right corner.
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8.Change the Status or Time or both, and enter a mandatory note into the Comments field to explain
why you have edited the event. Other fields cannot be changed.

9.Click Save.
10.The updated event shows in the driver's event list, and in the table on the Events tab, with a status of
"Pending" appended to the event's name in the Event column. The event also displays on the Carrier
Edits screen in the Hours of Service app for the specified driver, so that the driver can accept or reject
the suggested changes to the event. This step is required by the ELD mandate.
11.If the driver accepts the changes to the event, the updated event continues to be displayed in the
driver's event list. The status of "Pending" is removed from the event's name. You can still see the
original event, with grayed-out details and with a status of "Inactive", in the full events list on the Events
tab. You cannot edit this inactive event.
If the driver rejects the changes to the event, the original event is displayed in the driver's event list.
You can still see the updated event, in red, with grayed-out details, and with a status of "Rejected", in
the full events list on the Events tab. You cannot edit this rejected event.
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Viewing Unidentified Driving Periods
On this screen you can see all HOS driving periods for the drivers that you have permission to
access.
The Unidentified Driving tab on the Hours of Service screen lists all driving periods that are, or were at
some point, not assigned to a driver. Driving periods are collections of hours of service events that make up
a single driving period. For example, for a trip to a delivery, a driving period is made up of a Driving and an
On Duty event, and sometimes also of an Engine Power Up event and an Engine Power Down event. You
can use this screen to perform the following tasks:
View details of driving periods, including their current status.
Assign a driver to a driving period that does not have a driver assigned to it.
Mark driving period as exempt so that it does not show up on the drivers' Unidentified Driving screen
in the Hours of Service mobile app.
You can select the start and end dates of the time range for which you want to see hours of service driving
periods using the calendar controls in the upper part of the screen. When filtering on dates, the start date of
a driving period determines whether the period is included in a date range or not. Beware of driving periods
that start before midnight and run past midnight. You must include the earlier date in the filter for the driving
period to be displayed.
If you have a large number of drivers, you can use the Fleet selector to choose a fleet of vehicles to list or
the Filter to display only driving events that meet the selected criteria. See Filtering unidentified driving
periods for more information.
Use the Status drop-down list to show driving periods for the specified time range and other criteria (if
filtered or narrowed down) and with the following status:
All - All hours of service driving periods that are, or were at some point, not assigned to a driver.
Unidentified - All driving periods that are not assigned to a driver.
Pending - All driving periods that have been assigned to a driver but that the driver has not yet
accepted or rejected in the Hours of Service app.
Claimed - All driving periods that were claimed directly by a driver in the Hours of Service app, or that
were assigned to a driver and then claimed in the app.
Rejected - All driving periods that were assigned to a driver and then rejected in the app.
Exempt - All driving periods that were marked as exempt because the driver did not need to follow ELD
regulations at the time.
The Unidentified Driving tab lists all entries under the following columns:
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Vehicle - The name of the vehicle that the driving period was recorded against.
Start Time - The date and time when the driving period started.
End Time - The date and time when the driving period ended.
Origin and Destination - The locations where the driving period started and ended. This field shows
"Location unavailable" if no GPS connection existed at the time of the driving period.
Status - One of the following statuses: All, Unidentified, Pending, Claimed, Rejected, or Exempt. See
the descriptions under Status above.
Driver - The name of the driver who is responsible for this driving period. This field is blank if no driver
is assigned to this event.
Duration - The duration, in hours, minutes, and seconds, of the driving period.
Distance - The distance of the driving period, in miles or kilometers, depending on your settings. This
field shows "Distance unavailable" if no odometer values are available for the driving period.
Comments - A mandatory comment that the administrator added when marking the driving period as
exempt.

Filtering unidentified driving periods
You can apply one or more filters to narrow down the list of unidentified driving periods to those that meet
the selected criteria. Click Filter

to open the filter pop-up.
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Each filter consists of the following elements:
Property - Select a property from the drop-down list. This can be a driver name, vehicle name, trip
distance, trip duration, or the start and end of a trip (origin and destination locations).

Operator - The operator is the word or phrase after the drop-down list; for example, "contains". It
changes automatically according to your Property field selection. If you choose “Duration”, you can
select between “less or equal to” and “greater or equal to” by clicking on the phrase.

Value - Enter text or a number into the text box on the right. If you choose “Distance”, you can enter a
range with a lower and upper limit. Leave the lower limit as 0 if there is no lower distance limit.
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To add a new filter, click Add filter.
To remove a single filter, click the x beside the filter. To remove all filters, click Clear All.
If you have more than one filter, an "and" is displayed between the filters. The "and" means that all filters
must apply, for unidentified driving periods to show in the list. If you want to show the driving periods for one,
some, or more of the filters, change the "and" to an "or". To do this, click the "and" and change it to an "or".
You can change only the first "and" or "or" because "and" and "or" operators must match for all applied
filters.
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Assigning a Driving Period to a Driver
All hours of service status changes, particularly those that involve going from or to the Driving status, must
be assigned to a driver, so that mileage can be accounted for. Unidentified driving periods are displayed on
the Unidentified Driving screen with an "Unidentified" status and a blank Driver column.
In addition to assigning Unidentified driving periods to a driver, you can also re-assign driving periods to a
different driver in the following situations:
If you have incorrectly assigned the driving period to a driver and that driver claimed or rejected the
driving period.
If you have incorrectly exempted a driving period.
If one of your drivers has incorrectly claimed a driving period.
You can assign or reassign driving periods that are Unidentified, Exempt, Claimed, or Rejected, but not
Pending. Driving periods must be less than 4 weeks old to be assigned or reassigned.

Assigning an Unidentified Driving Period
To assign an Unidentified driving period to a driver:
1.Go to the Unidentified Driving tab of the Hours of Service screen.
2.From the Status drop-down list select "Unidentified" to filter the driving periods that have no driver
assigned.

3.Select the check box next to the driving periods that you want to assign the same driver to.
4.Click Assign (x driving periods selected).
5.From the drop-down box that opens select "Assign to Driver".

6.Select a driver from the drop-down list.
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7.Click Assign Driver.

Reassigning a Driving Period
To reassign an Exempt, Claimed, or Rejected driving period to a different driver:
1.Go to the Unidentified Driving tab of the Hours of Service screen.
2.Optionally, you can narrow down the driving periods that you want to reassign by selecting the status of
the driving periods under Status or selecting a filter.

3.Select the check box next to the driving periods that you want to reassign to the same driver.
4.Click Assign (x driving periods selected).
5.From the drop-down box that opens select "Assign to Driver".

6.Select a driver from the drop-down list.
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7.Click Assign Driver.
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Marking a Driving Period as Exempt
All hours of service status changes, particularly those that involve going from or to the Driving status, must
be assigned to a driver, so that mileage can be accounted for. Unidentified driving periods are displayed on
the Unidentified Driving screen with an "Unidentified" status and a blank Driver column.
Under some circumstances driving periods can be marked as exempt and do not need to be assigned to a
driver. If you mark these driving periods as exempt, they do not display on your drivers' Unidentified Driving
screen in the Hours of Service app. The following list includes valid reasons for marking driving periods as
exempt:
Short-haul or city exempt trips
Drivers performing maintenance on a vehicle
Drivers maneuvering a vehicle around a yard
Only EXEMPT drive segments made by drivers properly qualified by the motor carrier as
exempt as defined in 49 CFR Part 395 should be placed in the exempt category. It is the motor
carrier’s responsibility to ensure all drive segments placed in this category were properly
identified and it is the motor carrier’s responsibility to provide appropriate documentation to any
federal or state enforcement officials, in the event of an audit or investigation.
You can exempt driving periods that are Unidentified or Rejected, or that were incorrectly claimed, provided
the driving periods are less than 4 weeks old.
To mark a driving periods as exempt:
1.Go to the Unidentified Driving tab of the Hours of Service screen.
2.Optionally, you can narrow down the driving periods that you want to reassign by selecting the status of
the driving periods under Status or selecting a filter.

3.Select the check box next to the driving periods that you want to mark as exempt. Make sure that you
select only the driving periods that qualify for an exemption.
4.Click Assign (x driving periods selected).
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5.From the drop-down box that opens select "Exempt".

6.Provide a reason for marking the selected driving periods as exempt. Remember that it is your
responsibility to ensure that all driving periods marked as exempt were properly identified and qualify
for an exemption.

7.Click Exempt Driving Period.
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Setting up HOS InSight Alerts
Use the following procedure to set up HOS InSight Alerts
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Tasks option, then select Setup InSight Alerts. On the Setup InSight Alerts screen click
Create.

3.Select one of the following Hours of Service options and click OK:
HoS Unmeasured Driving
HoS Violation
HoS Warning X Minutes
Hours of Service
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4.Complete the following setup tabs as needed:
Parameters tab
Email Options tab
Popup Options tab
Roles tab
Schedule tab
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Completing the Parameters Tab

Complete the following in the Parameters tab:
1.Type a value in the Name box.
2.Select the appropriate option in the Item Type drop-down list:
3.Complete the following based on the option selected on Step 2:
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Fleet - Select the appropriate Fleet folder.

Team - Select the appropriate Team option.
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Vehicle - Select the appropriate Vehicle option.

Driver - Select the appropriate Driver option.
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Install Type - Select the appropriate Install Type option.

Asset Type - Select the appropriate Asset Type option.

4.Select Only if the ignition is on, if applicable.
5.Select the appropriate setting in the Severity drop-down list.
6.Select the appropriate color in the Severity Color drop-down list.
7.Select Insight Alert Disabled, if applicable.
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Completing the Email Options Tab

Complete the following in the Email Options tab:
1.Type the appropriate email address(es) in the Email Address(es) box.
2.Click Send test email to validate email address(es). (optional)
3.Select Email roles with access if you would like an alert email notification to be sent to all subuser
accounts with roles added to this alert on the Roles tab, in addition to any addresses entered into the
Email Address(es) field.
4.Type a value in the Message Body box (if needed).
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Completing the Popup Options Tab

Complete the following in the Popup Options tab:
1.Select the Enable Popup Alert check box.
2.Click Preview Popup. (optional)
3.Select the appropriate type of popup: Fade, if you want the alert to appear for the amount of time
specified in Duration (seconds) or Sticky, if you want the alert to remain on the screen until you
explicitly close it.
4.Set an appropriate value in the Duration (seconds) box, if you have chosen a type of Fade.
5.Set the appropriate sound in the Sound drop-down list.
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Completing the Roles Options Tab

Complete the following in the Roles Options tab:
1.Click the text Click to add Role.
2.Select the appropriate role to add.
3.Repeat steps 1 and 2 as needed.
Users with the roles specified here are able to see alerts triggered by this InSight Alert.
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Completing the Schedule Options Tab

Complete the following procedure in the Schedule Options tab:
1.Click the padlock icon to be able to edit all days.
2.Set the active times you want the InSight Alert to trigger.
3.Select the Inverted check box to invert the active time period for the specific day.
4.Select the check box beside Prevent activated InSight Alerts from being turned off outside the
scheduled active times to specify that triggered alerts can only be deactivated during the times you
have scheduled as being active. By default this check box is not selected, and any new alerts will be
allowed to deactivate outside the scheduled active time, allowing for greater alert accuracy.
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Generating HOS Reports
You can choose from several built-in report types to display various hours of service information.
To access the built-in reports:
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Reports option, then select Create Report.
3.Use the Search option or browse the list of reports. The hours of service reports are listed under
Reports > HOS Report.
The following HOS reports are available:
HOS Driver's Daily Log: Lists information about the hours of service reported by an individual driver
over a 24-hour period.
Driver ELD Health: Shows driver details and the number of ELD events, malfunctions, and diagnostic
events per driver.
Driver ELD License Check: Shows whether the drivers' usernames and driver's license details are
correct.
ELD Diagnostics By Driver: Lists the failures for a driver and unit, with details about the failure. The
reports are sorted by driver.
ELD Diagnostics By Unit: Lists the failures for a driver and unit, with details about the failure. The
reports are sorted by vehicle tag.
ELD Unidentified Driving: Lists ELD trips that were not assigned to a driver.
HOS Available Hours: Shows how much time each driver has left for driving and for on-duty tasks
before breaching HOS regulations.
HOS Driver Duty Status Summary: Lists all duty status changes for selected drivers.
HOS Driver Duty Sub Status Summary: Lists the duty status changes that have a sub status, along
with its event type, for selected drivers.
HOS Enterprise Violation Report: Summarizes HOS violations per operating company within an
enterprise.
HOS Log Audit: Lists all modifications made to an event by a driver or <%FLEET_NC%> user.
HOS Sensor Failures: Lists all sensor failures for particular drivers.
HOS Summary: Summarizes the amount of time selected drivers spent in each duty status.
HOS Summary With Meals: Summarizes the amount of time selected drivers spent in each duty
status, including time spent on meal breaks.
HOS Unassigned Miles: Lists trips that were not assigned to a driver.
HOS Unsigned Logs: Lists the occasions where selected drivers did not sign their log.
HOS Violations: Lists HOS violations made by selected drivers.
HOS Weekly Available Hours: Shows, over a period of 8 days, how much time each driver has spent
driving or on duty per day, and how much time is remaining for on-duty tasks before breaching HOS
regulations.
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Denying Drivers Access to the Platform
To deny drivers access to the Verizon Connect platform:
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Tasks option, the select Roles.
3.Click the "Driver" role (if it exists) or create a new role called "Driver".
4.Click the Rights tab and set Fleet access (under Applications) to "Denied".

5.Expand the Tasks option, then select Subuser.
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6.For each driver, click on the subuser, go to the Rights tab and add the "Driver" role. Click Save.
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Setting a Fixed Event Location
If your drivers are using Hours of Service in a fixed location, for example at a kiosk, and you want to set the
HOS event location to a fixed address, you can do this via the Kiosk Settings. Using this feature ensures
that any HOS events that occur have the same event location and drivers don't need to enter the location
manually if their GPS connection is down.
The Kiosk Mode feature is available only if running Hours of Service standalone within a
browser (not from within WorkPlan).
To set a fixed event location:
1.In a browser, go to https://hos.telogis.com.
2.Sign in with a mobile user account.
3.Ensure you are on the HOS Status screen.
4.Click or tap Actions in the upper right corner of the screen.
5.Click or tap Kiosk Settings to open the Kiosk Settings screen.
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6.Add the address details for the location and click or tap Search. The GPS co-ordinates for the location
are displayed.

7.Click or tap Done.
If you would like to remove the event location, open the Kiosk Settings and click or tap Clear. Either enter
a new location and click or tap Done, or just click or tap Done to no longer use a fixed location.
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Troubleshooting Diagnostic Events and
Malfunctions
If there are issues in the Hours of Service app, diagnostic events or malfunctions are displayed in the app
and also on the Events tab of the Hours of Service screen in the Verizon Connect platform.
The tables below describe what the diagnostic events and malfunctions mean and what actions to take.

Identifying Diagnostic Events
The table below describes the possible diagnostic events:

Diagnostic
event

Description

Power data

Vehicle use was detected while the ELD was not powered on. Ensure that the VTU

diagnostic event

(vehicle tracking unit) is firmly connected and there are no loose wires to avoid going
into malfunction.
Possible causes are:
The VTU has lost power during operation.
The VTU has become unplugged.
The VTU did not start up within a minute of the engine being turned on.
If this issue leads to the aggregated driving time being reduced by 30 minutes over a
24-hour period across all drivers using this vehicle, including unidentified drivers, a
power compliance malfunction is raised.

Engine

The mobile device lost connection to vehicle data. Ensure that Bluetooth is always

synchronization

enabled on the mobile device and that the driver shuts down the vehicle or

data diagnostic

disconnects from it under “Set Up” before taking the tablet out of range.

event

While this diagnostic event is raised, the data on engine power status, vehicle
motion status, miles driven, and engine hours can no longer be accessed. If the
connection is lost for 30 minutes or more during a 24-hour period, an engine
synchronization compliance malfunction is raised.

Missing required

Some data for an HOS event is missing. For example, if the driver was prompted for

data elements data

a manual location and did not provided it.

diagnostic event
Data transfer data

The automatic data transfer check has failed and now the check will be performed

diagnostic event

once within each 24-hour period. If this check fails more than 4 consecutive times, a
data transfer malfunction will be raised. This means that the driver might have issues
transferring data. The most common cause for data transfer failures is missing data,
such as carrier names, DOT numbers, and driver details.
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Diagnostic
event

Description

Unidentified driving

More than 30 minutes of unidentified driving was detected within a 24-hour period.

records data

To clear the unidentified driving events, drivers must review and claim any driving

diagnostic event

that belongs to them.

Required Actions for all Malfunctions
Note: Malfunctions must be corrected within 8 days.
These are the actions that drivers must take immediately, independent of the type of malfunction that they
received:
1.Note the type of malfunction and provide written notice of the malfunction to their motor carrier within 24
hours.
2.Ensure that they have an accurate record of duty status (RODS) for the current 24-hour period and the
previous 7 consecutive days. This can be either in the form of records from the ELD or RODS on
compliant graph-grid paper. If necessary, they can manually reconstruct the RODS for any missing
period.
3.Continue to manually prepare compliant RODS on graph-grid paper until the ELD is serviced and back
in compliance.
For further information, see this FMCSA FAQ article.

Identifying Malfunctions and Required Actions
The table below describes the possible malfunction codes:

Malfunction

Description

Required Actions

Power compliance

More than 30 cumulative minutes of

1.Confirm that the VTU has not been

malfunction

vehicle use were detected in the last 24

unplugged or tampered with.

hours while the ELD was not powered on. 2.The driver must maintain paper logs
Possible causes are:

until the issue has been resolved and
he or she has completed the current

The VTU has lost power during
operation.
The VTU has become unplugged.

shift or changed vehicles.
3.If the problem persists, contact Verizon
Connect support.

The VTU did not start up within 6
minutes of the engine being turned
on.
Engine

The mobile device lost its connection to

synchronization

vehicle data for 30 cumulative minutes in

1.Confirm that Bluetooth is always
enabled on the driver's mobile device.
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Malfunction

Description

Required Actions

compliance

the last 24 hours.

2.Shut down the vehicle or disconnect

malfunction

from it under “Set Up” before taking the
mobile device out of range.
3.The driver must maintain paper logs
until the issue has been resolved and
he or she has completed the current
shift or changed vehicles.
4.If the problem persists, contact Verizon
Connect support.

Timing compliance

The time on the mobile device differs

1.Ensure that the mobile device is set to

malfunction

from the hardware unit time or server

the same time zone used at the home

time by more than 10 minutes.

terminal.
2.Confirm that the driver's mobile device
is using the automatic update option for
time.
a.On Android devices go to Settings
> Date and Time and enable
Automatic date and time.
b.On iOS devices go to Settings >
General > Date & Time and enable
Set automatically.
2.The driver must maintain paper logs
until the issue has been resolved and
he or she has completed the current
shift or changed vehicles.
3.If the problem persists, contact Verizon
Connect support.

Positioning

Unable to retrieve valid GPS for 5 miles

compliance

for 60 cumulative minutes.

malfunction

1.Confirm that the vehicle is not inside or
under any cover.
2.The driver must maintain paper logs
until the issue has been resolved and
he or she has completed the current
shift or changed vehicles.
3.If the problem persists, contact Verizon
Connect support.

Data recording

The mobile device does not have

compliance

adequate storage space. The mobile

malfunction

device can no longer record new events
and events that have not been uploaded

1.Remove any unnecessary files and
applications to free up storage space
on the mobile device.
2.The driver must maintain paper logs
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Malfunction

Description
yet might get lost.

Required Actions
until the issue has been resolved and
he or she has completed the current
shift or changed vehicles.
3.If the problem persists, contact Verizon
Connect support.

Data transfer

The automatic data transfer check that is

compliance

done once within each 24-hour period

malfunction

has failed 4 times consecutively. This

1.Confirm that the mobile device has an
internet connection.
2.The driver must maintain paper logs

means that the driver might have issues

until the issue has been resolved and

transferring data. The most common

he or she has completed the current

cause for data transfer failures is missing
data, such as carrier names, DOT
numbers, and driver details.

shift or changed vehicles.
3.If the problem persists, contact Verizon
Connect support.
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Display of Event Locations in the Platform
How are HOS event locations displayed?
The US and Canadian ELD mandates require that physical locations of HOS events be displayed in a
specific format that describes the location’s distance to and direction from the nearest significant city or
town. This formatting is designed to protect commercial privacy.
Instead of displaying the full address of a location (including street name and number), locations are
displayed in the following format:
For example, "11 mi NNE CA Boron" (in the US)
For example, "11 km NE Ottawa ON" (in Canada)

Where can you see HOS event locations displayed?
You can see HOS event locations in the following places:
In Fleet, when viewing HOS events, a driver's event list, or unidentified driving.

In Fleet, when running some ELD reports; for example, HOS Driver's Daily Log reports and ELD
Unidentified Driving reports.
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Differences Between US ELD and Canadian
ELD
This page summarizes the key differences you will see in your driver's Hours of Service (HOS) mobile app
screens, and in the behavior of the HOS app, depending on whether they are following US or Canadian ELD
regulations.
HOS automatically detects whether a driver is driving in the US or Canada, and asks them to confirm the
switch from one operating zone to another.
If, after reading this guide, you still have questions or you would like additional information, contact Verizon
Connect customer support.

Differences

US ELD

Canadian ELD

Distance units and

In the US, all distances

In Canada, all distances are displayed in kilometers in

relative event locations are displayed in miles in the app. HOS event locations are displayed as the
the app. HOS event

location’s distance, in kilometers, to and direction from

locations are displayed as the nearest significant city or town.
the location’s distance, in
miles, to and direction
from the nearest
significant city or town.
Crossing internal

When driving in the US,

When driving in Canada, the ELD detects when a

borders

the ELD does not detect driver crosses the 60th parallel North and changes a
state border crossings. It driver’s operating zone to Canada North or Canada
detects only border

South. The rule set changes automatically to

crossings between the

correspond with the operating zone. The ELD also

US and Canada. Carriers detects border crossings between the US and
decide which rule set

Canada.

drivers should be using
and set this on an
account or driver level.
Cycle changes -

In the US, carriers can

In Canada, carriers can change a driver’s cycle only at

Changes to the number of change a driver’s cycle at a driver level, not at an account level. When a driver’s
hours that drivers can be an account or driver level. cycle changes, the driver must take a cycle-reset break
on-duty and driving

The cycle change takes

and then confirm the HOS clocks for their new cycle.

before they need to take effect immediately.
a longer cycle-reset break
Off-duty deferral -

Not supported in the US In Canada, drivers can defer up to 2 hours of off-duty
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Deferring up to 2 hours of

time to the next day.

off-duty time to the next
day
Personal Conveyance

In the US, drivers can use In Canada, drivers can use Personal Conveyance

mode - Driving a CMV for Personal Conveyance
personal use without it

mode without any

counting toward HOS

limitations on distance.

driving time

mode for up to an accumulated daily distance of 75km.
The permission to use Personal Conveyance mode is
off by default for all drivers in a Canadian account.

Administrators can enable Administrators can enable permissions individually for
permission to use

particular drivers, but not globally for all drivers in the

Personal Conveyance

account.

mode for all drivers in a
US account, or
individually for particular
drivers.
Yard Move mode -

In the US, drivers can

Driving a CMV around a drive up to 20 MPH in
yard without it counting
towards HOS driving time

Yard Move mode.

In Canada, drivers can drive up to 32 km/h in Yard
Move mode.
The permission to use Yard Move mode is off by

Administrators can enable default for all drivers in a Canadian account.
permission to use Yard

Administrators can enable permissions individually for

Move mode for all drivers particular drivers, but not globally for all drivers in the
in a US account, or

account.

individually for particular
drivers.
Data transfer

In the US, when drivers

In Canada, when drivers share their HOS logs, they

share their HOS logs,

can send them only to Canadian safety official's email

they can select between address.
sending the logs directly
to the FMCSA or sending
them to the FMCSA via
email.
Inspector mode

In the US, Inspector

In Canada, Inspector mode shows 15 days of historic

mode shows 8 days of

data and allows inspectors to send driver logs to the

historic data and allows

Canadian safety official's email address.

inspectors to share driver
logs directly with the
FMCSA or via email.
Handheld connection

In the US, the HOS

In Canada, the following connection status
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status requirements

Status screen displays

requirements are supported:

the assigned vehicle with

The HOS Status screen displays the assigned

an indicator showing the

vehicle with an indicator showing the status of the

status of the connection

connection to the vehicle in green, orange, or

to the vehicle in green,

gray.

orange, or gray.

Users are prompted when they select a vehicle
that is unreachable on the Vehicle Selection
screen.
Users are prompted when they move out range of
the vehicle.
Users are no longer prompted if the connection is
re-established.
Users are prompted every time they record a
manual ELD event if they are not connected to a
vehicle. Users can confirm the prompt and
continue recording data, knowing that certain data
elements might be missing.

ELD warning indicator In the US, the handheld

In Canada, vehicles must have an ELD warning

device vibrates when the indicator installed. This indicator must be visible to the
vehicle starts moving and driver in the driver cabin. It shows a red light and
there is no connection

makes an audible sound when the vehicle starts

between the HOS app

moving and there is no connection between the HOS

and the vehicle hardware. app and the vehicle hardware.
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Rule Sets and Exemptions
A rule set is a collection of regulations that is applicable to the region that your drivers are driving in. These
regulations define how long the drivers are allowed to drive or be on duty, and how long breaks need to be.
You can define the rule set for your drivers in the Fleet platform. Drivers can’t change their rule set in the
Hours of Service mobile app. Below is a list of rule sets that are supported in Hours of Service.
Exemptions are changes to the hours of service that are defined by the rule set your drivers are using.
Exemptions apply in certain circumstances. In most cases, drivers can choose whether or not to use an
exemption that they are entitled to. Below is a list of exemptions that are supported in Hours of Service.

Supported rule sets
Hours of Service supports the following rule sets:
Federal USA property 60-hour/7-day
Federal USA property 70-hour/8-day
California property intrastate 80-hour/8-day
Florida property intrastate 70-hour/7-day
Florida property intrastate 80-hour/8-day
Texas intrastate 70-hour/7-day
Canada South of 60 7-day (cycle 1) 70 hours
Canada South of 60 14-day (cycle 2) 120 hours
Canada North of 60 7-day (cycle 1) 80 hours
Canada North of 60 14-day (cycle 2) 120 hours

Supported exemptions
Hours of Service supports the following exemptions:
Oilfield operations (in US only)
CDL short-haul exemption for larger CMVs (150 air-mile radius)
Non-CDL short-haul exemption for smaller CMVs (150 air-mile radius)
Adverse driving exemption
Utility services exemption
16-hour big day exemption (property drivers only)
Personal conveyance mode
Yard move mode
Exempt driver (general exemption)
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HOS Violations and Breaks
The following information is for informational purposes only, and should not be relied upon as
legal advice.
Hours of Service supports the rule sets and exemptions listed in Rule Sets and Exemptions. Depending on
the rule set and exemptions your drivers are using, the following violations can be reported:

Driving Limit Violations
Within a work shift, there is a limit on the time a driver may spend driving, before a between-shifts rest break
is necessary. This driving limit is:
11 hours for federal US rules
12 hours for California, Texas, and Florida rules
13 hours for Canada South rules
15 hours for Canada North rules

Federal Rest Break Violation
According to federal US rules, a driver may not drive for more than 8 cumulative hours without taking a rest
break of at least 30 minutes. This break can be spent off duty, on duty, in the sleeper berth, or waiting in an
oilfield (if oilfield options are used).

On Duty Limit Violations
Within a work shift, a driver can be on duty (driving or performing on-duty tasks) for a limited amount of time.
After this time limit, a driver cannot drive before a between-shifts rest break is completed. Hours of Service
uses the following on-duty limits:
14 hours (including rest breaks) for federal US rules
14 hours (not including rest breaks) for Canada South rules
15 hours (not including rest breaks) for Texas rules
18 hours (not including rest beaks) for Canada North rules
16 hours (including rest breaks) for California and Florida rules
16 hours (including rest breaks) for Canada South rules
20 hours (including rest breaks) for Canada North rules
This violation rule is about driving. As long as a driver does not start driving after the time limit stated above,
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this violation is not recorded. For example (if using federal US rules), after 14 hours spent on duty or driving,
or both, the driver can perform non-driving tasks without violating this rule. If, however, after that, the driver
starts driving again before taking another 10 hour break, a violation is recorded against this rule.
Exceptions that Hours of Service applies to the on-duty limit rule are:
The 16-hour on-duty limit rule, which allows a single exception to the on-duty limit rule (up to 16 hours
on duty) within an on-duty cycle. This exception is applicable to federal US rules only.
The CDL short-haul exemption rule, which allows for different limits if drivers stay within a 150 air-mile
radius of a specific location and return to that location within 14 consecutive hours. This exception is
applicable to federal US rules only.
The non-CDL short-haul exemption rule, which allows for different limits if you drive a vehicle that
doesn't require a commercial drivers license, stay within a 150 air-mile radius of a specific location and
return to that location every day. This exception is applicable to federal US rules only.
The adverse driving exemptions rule, which allows you to extend both your driving time by 2 hours and
your on-duty time by 2 hours when facing extreme weather conditions.

Federal 16-Hour On-Duty Limit Violation
Once within an on-duty cycle, drivers can be on duty (driving or performing on-duty tasks) for up to 16 hours
if they meet the following requirements:
Use federal US rules.
Start from and return to the same location as for the previous 5 work shifts. It doesn’t matter whether
there are any cycle-reset breaks between these 5 work shifts.
Take a continuous between-shifts rest break, and not a split between-shifts rest break, before and after
the shift.
Use the exemption only once within an on-duty cycle.
If a driver violates the 16-hour on-duty limit rule there is no direct violation displayed to the driver. Instead,
the 16-hour exception is canceled and normal on-duty limits apply. Drivers will then see violations for normal
on-duty limits.

Cycle On-Duty Limit Violations
The cycle on-duty period and the required cycle-reset breaks between the cycle periods depend on the rule
set that the drivers use:

Federal US rules
According to federal US rules, drivers may not drive if they have spent either 60 hours within 7 consecutive
days or 70 hours within 8 consecutive days on duty. To be allowed to drive again, a cycle-reset break of 34
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or more consecutive hours is required. Otherwise, there will be a violation.
A driver can use either the 60 hour-7 day rule or the 70 hour-8 day rule, but not both. The rule
to use depends on how many days per week your organization operates.

California rules
According to California rules, drivers may not drive if they have spent 80 hours within 8 consecutive days on
duty. To be allowed to drive again, a long rest break of 34 or more consecutive hours is required. Otherwise,
there will be a violation.

Texas rules
According to Texas rules, drivers may not drive if they have spent 70 hours within 7 consecutive days on
duty. To be allowed to drive again, a long rest break of 34 or more consecutive hours is required. Otherwise,
there will be a violation.

Florida rules
According to Florida rules, drivers may not drive if they have spent either 70 hours within 7 consecutive days
or 80 hours within 8 consecutive days on duty. To be allowed to drive again, a long rest break of 34 or more
consecutive hours is required. Otherwise, there will be a violation.
A driver can use either the 70 hour-7 day rule or the 80 hour-8 day rule, but not both. The rule
to use depends on how many days per week your organization operates.

Canada South rules
According to Canada South rules, which apply to the area south of 60 degrees latitude, drivers may not drive
if they have spent either 70 hours within 7 consecutive days or 120 hours within 14 consecutive days on
duty. If using the 7-day period, drivers may drive again after they have taken a cycle-reset break of 36 or
more consecutive hours. If using the 14-day period, drivers may drive if they have a rest period of 24 or
more consecutive hours after the first 70 hours of on-duty time and a cycle-reset break of 72 or more
consecutive hours after the remaining 50 hours of on-duty time. Otherwise, there will be a violation.
A driver can use either the 70 hour-7 day rule or the 120 hour-14 day rule, but not both.

Canada North rules
According to Canada North rules, which apply to the area north of 60 degrees latitude, drivers may not drive
if they have spent either 80 hours within 7 consecutive days or 120 hours within 14 consecutive days on
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duty. If using the 7-day period, drivers may drive again after they have taken a cycle-reset break of 36 or
more consecutive hours. If using the 14-day period, drivers may drive if they have a rest period of 24 or
more consecutive hours after the first 80 hours of on-duty time and a cycle-reset break of 72 or more
consecutive hours after the remaining 40 hours of on-duty time. Otherwise, there will be a violation.
A driver can use either the 80 hour-7 day rule or the 120 hour-14 day rule, but not both.

CDL Short-Haul Exemption Rule Violations
Some drivers using federal US rules might be able to use the CDL short-haul exemption. This rule exempts
drivers from complying with the federal rest break rule, which requires drivers to take a rest break of 30
minutes or more if driving for more than 8 hours. To be eligible for the CDL short-haul exemption drivers
must:
Return to the same location where they started their shift, within 14 hours of the start of their shift.
Not drive for more than 11 hours without having a rest break of 10 consecutive hours.
Not go further than 150 air-miles (241,402 meters) away from where they started their shift.
If a driver violates the CDL short-haul exemption rule, the exemption is canceled and normal on duty limits
and break requirements apply.
The CDL short-haul exemption can be turned on or off from within the Hours of Service app.

Non-CDL Short-Haul Exemption Rule Violations
Some drivers using federal US rules might be able to use the non-CDL short-haul exemption. This rule
exempts drivers from complying with the federal rest break rule, which requires drivers to take a rest break
of 30 minutes or more if driving for more than 8 hours.
Drivers are eligible for the non-CDL short-haul exemption if they meet the following conditions:
Use federal US rules.
Drive a vehicle that does not require a commercial drivers license (CDL).
Drive a vehicle that falls between the qualifying weight classes.
Start and end each qualifying shift at their normal work reporting location.
Stay within 150 air-miles of their normal work reporting location.
The following rules apply when using the non-CDL short-haul exemption:
10 hour off-duty rule
11 hour driving rule
60/70-hour cycle limit
34 hours cycle-reset rule
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Instead of the 14 hour on-duty rule, drivers must not drive after the 14th hour after coming on duty on 5
days of any period of 7 consecutive days, or after the 16th hour after coming on duty on 2 days of any
period of 7 consecutive days.
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If a driver uses the non-CDL short-haul exemption, they are not eligible to use:
The CDL short-haul exemption
The 16-hour exemption
The split sleeper-berth provision
If a driver violates the non-CDL short-haul exemption rule, the exemption is canceled and normal on-duty
limits and break requirements apply.

Breaks
The following types of breaks are defined for the purposes of hours-of-service reporting:

30-minute rest break
According to federal US rules, a driver may not drive for more than 8 cumulative hours without taking a rest
break of at least 30 minutes. This break can be spent off duty, on duty, in the sleeper berth, or waiting in an
oilfield (if oilfield options are used).

Between-shifts rest break
Between work shifts drivers must take rest breaks of 8 (for Texas rules) or 10 (for other rule sets)
consecutive hours. These breaks are required to restart a driver’s driving allowance for the next work shift.
Between-shifts rest breaks can be spent:
Entirely in the sleeper berth.
Entirely off duty.
Entirely in the ‘Waiting’ state (when using oilfield options).
As a combination of off-duty time, waiting, and sleeper-berth time with no interruptions.

Split between-shifts rest breaks
Between work shifts drivers can also take split rest breaks instead of continuous rest breaks. Split rest
breaks allow drivers to restart their driving allowance if the following requirements are met:
One rest break must consist of at least 7 consecutive hours spent in the sleeper berth.
The second rest break must consist of at least 2 consecutive hours spent off duty, waiting, in a sleeper
berth, or as a continuous combination of two of these states.
The two rest breaks must add up to a total of at least 10 hours. For example, if the first rest break is 7
hours, the second rest break must be 3 hours.
If using oilfield options, the split rest break is a combination of 2 different rest periods of at least 2 hours
that when summed together make at least 10 hours. Requirements for the periods:
o At least 1 of the rest periods must be at the oilfield.
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o A rest period at the oilfield can be off duty, waiting or sleeper berth time or a continuous combination
of them.
o A rest period outside the oilfield can only be sleeper berth time.
The two split rest breaks can be separated by driving time. The driving time between the two split rest
breaks counts towards the work shift after the rest break.

Cycle-reset breaks
Between on-duty cycles, drivers must take cycle-reset breaks to restart their driving allowance for the next
on-duty cycle.
The required length of the cycle-reset break depends on the rule set and cycle the driver uses:
If drivers use any US rule sets, a cycle-reset break of 34 consecutive hours is required.
If drivers use the Canada South and 70 hour-7 day or Canada North and 80 hour-7day rule, a break of
36 consecutive hours is required.
If drivers use the Canada South and 120 hour-14 day rule, a break of 24 consecutive hours is required
after the first 70 hours of on-duty time and a break of 72 consecutive hours is required after the
remaining 50 hours.
If drivers use the Canada North and 120 hour-14 day rule, a break of 24 consecutive hours is required
after the first 80 hours of on-duty time and a break of 72 consecutive hours is required after the
remaining 40 hours.
Cycle-reset breaks must be spent off duty.
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Contacting Technical Support
Verizon Connect Technical Support Contact Information:
Office Hours: 7:00AM to 7:00PM Central Standard Time
Toll Free Number: 1-877-943-7306 Option 4

Use the following procedure to contact Technical Support online:
1.Sign in to the Verizon Connect platform.
2.Expand the Help option, then click Contact Support.

3.Select one of the following options:
Report a problem
Ask a question
Request customer service
Make a suggestion/Give feedback

Each option will require you to fill out more information.

4.Enter the required information.
5.Click Submit.
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Legal Notice - Terms of Use
There should be a written contract between Verizon Connect Inc. ("Verizon Connect") and the company by
which you are employed (hereinafter, "Company") that governs you and your Company’s use of this
Confidential/Proprietary Verizon Connect document. In the unlikely event such contract does not exist or has
expired, then the use of this document, including the information contained therein, by you, not only
individually, but also as an employee and on behalf of your Company, is subject to the CONFIDENTIALITY
AND NONDISCLOSURE provisions below. IF YOU OR YOUR COMPANY DOES NOT AGREE WITH
THESE PROVISIONS, YOU AND YOUR COMPANY MUST IMMEDIATELY CEASE USING THIS
DOCUMENT AND DESTROY IT.
CONFIDENTIALITY AND NONDISCLOSURE PROVISIONS
This document, including the information contained therein, constitutes the valuable confidential and
proprietary information and property (hereinafter, "Confidential Information") of Verizon Connect or its
suppliers. Your use of this Confidential Information is subject to the following terms and conditions:
1.Verizon Connect may disclose to you (a “Recipient”) certain Confidential Information (as defined
below). The terms “Discloser” and “Recipient” include a Party’s Affiliates. “Affiliate” shall mean any
person or entity that controls, is controlled by or is under common control with a Party.
2."Confidential Information" means information (in whatever form and medium) designated as confidential
by the Discloser by conspicuous markings (if tangible Confidential Information), or by announcement at
the time of initial disclosure (if oral or non-tangible Confidential Information), or if not so marked or
announced should reasonably have been understood as confidential to the Recipient (or one of its
employees, contractors, Affiliates, or Affiliate contractors (collectively, “Representatives”)), either
because of legends or other markings, the circumstances of disclosure or the nature of the information
itself, and that (a) relates to the Purpose; (b) relates to the Discloser’s customers, products, services,
finances, developments, trade secrets, know-how or personnel; and (c) is received by the Recipient
from the Discloser during the term of this Agreement. Confidential Information may include information
acquired by the Discloser from a third party under an obligation of confidentiality.
3.A Recipient of Confidential Information may use the Confidential Information only for the Purpose, and
shall protect such Confidential Information from disclosure to others, using the same degree of care
used to protect its own confidential information of like importance, but in no case less than reasonable
care, except that the information disclosed by VZT concerning its customers shall remain confidential
forever. Without limitation of the foregoing, neither the Recipient nor its Representatives shall cause or
permit reverse engineering of any Confidential Information or recompilation or disassembly of any
software programs which are part of the Confidential Information received by them under this
Agreement. Recipient may disclose Confidential Information to its Representatives (including legal and
accounting advisors) who have a need to know for the purpose of this Agreement, provided that (a)
such Representatives agree, in advance and in writing, to be bound by confidentiality provisions at least
as protective of Discloser’s Confidential Information as those contained in this Agreement; and (b) such
Representatives are not competitors of VZT. Upon request, the Recipient shall provide copies of such
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agreements to the Discloser. Confidential Information shall not otherwise be disclosed to any third party
without the prior written consent of the Discloser. Recipient shall be responsible for any breach of such
confidentiality provisions by its Representatives. Recipient shall promptly report to the Discloser any
actual or suspected violation of this Agreement and shall take all reasonable further steps as requested
by Discloser to prevent, control, or remedy such violation.
4.The restrictions of this Agreement on use and disclosure of Confidential Information shall not apply to
information that Recipient can show:
a)Was publicly known at the time of Discloser's communication thereof to Recipient;
b)Becomes publicly known through no fault of Recipient subsequent to the time of Discloser's
communication thereof to Recipient;
c)Was in Recipient's possession free of any obligation of confidence at the time of Discloser's
communication thereof to Recipient;
d)Is developed by Recipient independently of and without reference to any of Discloser's Confidential
Information or other information that Discloser disclosed in confidence to any third party that
Recipient should have reasonably known was Discloser’s confidential information;
e)Is rightfully obtained by Recipient from third parties authorized to make such disclosure without
restriction;
f) Is identified by Discloser as no longer confidential;
g)Is required to be disclosed by subpoena or other legal process, limited to the extent required by the
terms of such subpoena or other legal process as further set forth in Section 5; or

5.In the event Recipient is required by law, regulation or court order to disclose any of Discloser's
Confidential Information, Recipient will (except as prohibited by law, regulation, or court order) use
commercially reasonable efforts to (a) promptly notify Discloser in writing prior to making any such
disclosure in order to facilitate Discloser seeking a protective order or other appropriate remedy from
the proper authority; (b) cooperate with Discloser in seeking such order or other remedy; and (c) furnish
only that portion of the Confidential Information which is legally required. The foregoing obligations
shall not apply to any request designated by law enforcement or emergency services personnel as an
emergency.
6.All Confidential Information (including information in computer software or held in electronic storage
media) and all patent, copyright, trade secret, trademark and other intellectual property rights therein
shall be and remain the property of Discloser. All such information in tangible form shall be returned to
Discloser promptly upon written request or termination or expiration of this Agreement, and shall not
thereafter be retained in any form by Recipient, its Affiliates, or any employees or contractors of
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Recipient or its Affiliates.
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